# Chapter 1

## The Study of Human Development

### A Child of Nature?

### The Legacy of Itard
- The rise of a new discipline
- Modern developmental psychology

### The Central Questions of Developmental Psychology

#### Questions about continuity
- Are human beings distinctive?
- Is individual development continuous?
- Are there critical periods in development?

#### Questions about the sources of development
- The biological-maturation perspective
- The environmental-learning perspective
- The interactional perspective
- The cultural-context perspective

### The Discipline of Developmental Psychology

#### Criteria of scientific description

#### Techniques of data collection
- Self-reports
- Naturalistic observation
- Observation in many contexts
- Observation in a single context
- Limitations of naturalistic observations

#### Experimental methods
- Ethics and experimentation
- Experiments and artificiality

#### Clinical methods

#### Research designs
- Longitudinal designs
- Cross-sectional designs

#### The role of theory
This Book and the Field of Developmental Psychology

**Box 1.1** Philosophical forefathers of developmental psychology

**Box 1.2** Correlation does not imply causation

**Box 1.3** Ethical standards for research with children
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**PART I IN THE BEGINNING**

**Chapter 2** THE HUMAN HERITAGE: GENES AND ENVIRONMENT

Sexual Reproduction and Genetic Transmission

Mitosis: A process of cell replication

Meiosis: A source of variability

Sexual determination: A case of variability

The Laws of Genetic Inheritance

Genotype and phenotype

Sex-linked genetic effects

Genes, the Organism, and the Environment

Studying gene-environment interactions

The range of reaction for human genotypes

Feedback in gene-environment interactions

Picturing gene-environment interactions

Four questions about gene-environment interactions

Is there a developmental program?

Do genes determine the phenotype?

Do genes determine capacity?

Do genes determine tendencies?

Mutations and Genetic Abnormalities

Sickle-cell anemia: An example of gene-environment interaction
CHAPTER 3 PRENATAL DEVELOPMENT

The Periods of Prenatal Development
The germinal period
The first cells of life
The emergence of new forms
Implantation

The embryonic period
Sources of nutrition and protection
The growth of the embryo

The fetal period
Fetal activity
Functions of fetal activity

The Developing Organism in the Prenatal Environment
The fetus's sensory capacities
Motion
Vision
Sound
Fetal learning

Maternal conditions and prenatal development
The effects of maternal attitudes and psychological stress
Nutritional influences on prenatal development
Extreme malnutrition
Undernourishment and associated factors

Teratogens: Environmental sources of birth defects
Drugs
Prescription and nonprescription drugs
Smoking
Alcohol
Methadone and heroin
Beginning the Parent-Child Relationship

The baby's appearance

Early parent-infant contact

Social expectations

**BOX 4.1** Prepared childbirth

**BOX 4.2** The baby's experience of birth

**BOX 4.3** The categorical perception of speech sounds

**BOX 4.4** The parents' response to the baby's arrival
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PART II INFANCY

CHAPTER 5 DEVELOPMENTAL CHANGE IN EARLY INFANCY

Becoming Coordinated

Sleeping

Feeding

Crying

Mechanisms of Developmental Change

From sucking to nursing

The biological-maturation perspective

*Reflexes and the brain*

*Evidence from studies of babies with abnormalities*

*Evidence from studies of reflexes and later behavior*

The environmental-learning perspective

*Classical conditioning*

*Operant conditioning*

The interactional perspective: Jean Piaget

*Piaget's theory of developmental change*

*The sensorimotor period and its substages*

*Piaget's theory and the social environment*

The cultural-context perspective

Integrating the Separate Threads of Development

The first postnatal bio-social-behavioral shift

The emergence of social smiling

Summing up the first two and a half months

**BOX 5.1** Comforting techniques for fussiness

**BOX 5.2** Experience and the development of the brain
CHAPTER 6 THE ACHIEVEMENTS OF THE FIRST YEAR

Biological Changes
Size and shape
Muscle and bone
The brain

Motor Development
Reaching and grasping
Locomotion
The role of practice in motor development

Cognitive Changes
Piaget's sensorimotor substages
Substage 3: Secondary circular reactions
Substage 4: Coordination of secondary circular reactions
Out of sight, out of mind?
Stages of object permanence
Stages 1 and 2 (birth to 4 months)
Stage 3 (4 to 8 months)
Stage 4 (8 to 12 months)
The role of familiarity in object permanence
Explaining the acquisition of object permanence
Problems associated with motor skills
Problems remembering
Problems separating movement and location
Integrating the different properties of objects
Learning about kinds of things
The growth of memory
Recall and wariness

A New Relationship to the Social World
The role of uncertainty in wariness
A new form of emotional relationship
The changing nature of communication

A New Bio-Social-Behavioral Shift
BOX 6.1 Action and understanding
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CHAPTER 7 THE END OF INFANCY

Biological Maturation 213
Changes in brain structure 213
Motor control 214
Walking 215
Manual dexterity 215
Control of elimination 215

A New Mode of Thought 216
Completing the sensorimotor substages 216
  Substage 5: Tertiary circular reactions 216
  Substage 6: Representation 217
Mastery of object permanence 218
Problem solving 219
Play 220
Imitation 222
The growth of categorizing ability 223
First words 224

The Development of Child-Caretaker Relations 226
The course of attachment 226
Explanations of attachment 227
  Sigmund Freud’s drive-reduction explanation 227
  Erik Erikson’s psychosocial explanation of attachment 227
  John Bowlby’s evolutionary explanation 228
  Evidence from animal models 229
Patterns of attachment 232
  The causes of different patterns of attachment 233
  Stability of patterns of attachment 236

A New Sense of Self 236
A sense of standards 237
Self-description 238
Self-recognition 238

The End of Infancy 239
BOX 7.1 Attachment to fathers and others 234
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CHAPTER 8 EARLY EXPERIENCE AND LATER LIFE 243

Optimal Conditions for Infant Development 245
Spoiling: Responding too much 247
Learned helplessness: Responding too little 248
Effects of Separation
Temporary separation from parents 249
Extended separation from parents 251
Children of the crèche 251
Children reared in well-staffed orphanages 252
Isolated children 255

Vulnerability and Resilience
Family characteristics 255
Characteristics of the community 256
Characteristics of the child 256
Transactional models of development 256

Recovery from Deprivation
Harlow’s monkeys revisited 258
Recovery from the effects of isolation 259
Implications for human recovery 260

The Primacy of Infancy Reconsidered
Attachment 262
Psychological functioning 262
Coming to terms with limited predictability 263

BOX 8.1 Out-of-home care in the first year of life 250
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PART III EARLY CHILDHOOD 267

CHAPTER 9 LANGUAGE ACQUISITION 271

The Puzzle of Language Development 273
The problem of reference 273
The problem of syntax 274

Explanations of Language Acquisition 275
The learning theory explanation 275
Classical conditioning 275
Operant conditioning 276
Imitation 276
A structural-innatist explanation 276
Interactionist explanations 277
Theoretical approaches compared 278

Four Subsystems of Language 279
Sounds 279
Pronunciation 279
Sounds and meaning 280
Words 281
Words as mediators 282
The earliest vocabulary 283
Early word meanings 283
The changing structure of the lexicon 285
Words or sentences? 287
Sentences 288
Two-word utterances 288
Increasing complexity 289
The uses of language 292
Conversational acts 292
Taking account of the listener 292

The Essential Ingredients of Language Acquisition 297
Language and other species 297
The environment of language development 200
Partial deprivation 299
Language and activity 301
Is there a role for deliberate instruction? 302
BOX 9.1 Gulliver among the Laputans 286
BOX 9.2 Figurative language 296
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CHAPTER 10 PARADOXES OF THE PRESCHOOL MIND 307

Piaget's Account of the Preschool Mind 309
Egocentrism 310
Distinguishing appearance from reality 312
Precausal reasoning 313

The Study of Preschool Thinking after Piaget 314
The problem of uneven levels of performance 315
Nonegocentric reasoning 315
Distinguishing appearance from reality 316
The search for alternatives 318
Neo-Piagetian theories of cognitive development 318
Information-processing approaches 319
Biological accounts of preschoolers’ mental development 324
The growth of the brain 324
Mental modules 324
Assessing modularity explanations 325
Culture and preschoolers’ mental development

Contexts and schemas

The mental representation of contexts

The function of scripts

Cultural context and the unevenness of development

Assessing the cultural-context explanation

Applying the Theoretical Perspectives

Constructing stages

An information-processing approach

Drawing as a mental module

A cultural-context account of the development of drawing

Reconciling Alternative Perspectives

BOX 10.1 Preschool witnesses

BOX 10.2 Socio-dramatic play
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CHAPTER 11 SOCIAL DEVELOPMENT IN EARLY CHILDHOOD

Acquiring a Social Identity

Sex-role identity

Identification through differentiation

Identification through affiliation

Identification through observation and imitation

Identification through cognition

Sex-role knowledge and sex-role behavior

Sex-role constancy

Theories of identification compared

Developing the Ability to Regulate Oneself

Internalization

Self-control

Aggression and Prosocial Behavior

The development of aggression

What causes aggression?

The argument from evolution

Rewarding aggression

Modeling

Controlling human aggression

Evolutionary theories

Frustration and the catharsis myth

Punishment
Rewarding nonaggressive behaviors 367
Cognitive training 367
The development of prosocial behavior 367
Evolutionary explanations 367
Empathy 368
Evidence on the development of prosocial behavior 368
Promoting prosocial behavior 370

Taking One's Place in the Social Group 372

BOX 11.1 Sigmund Freud 348
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CHAPTER 12 SOCIALIZATION: CONTEXTS AND MEDIA 377

Cultural Variations in Family Socialization 379
Modal patterns of parenting in the United States 382
Factors influencing family interaction patterns 385
Socialization and social inequality 388

Media Linking Community and Home 389
Television: What is real? What is pretend? 389
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Family influences 391
Books 393
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The Child in the Community 395
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PART IV MIDDLE CHILDHOOD

CHAPTER 13 COGNITIVE AND BIOLOGICAL ATTAINMENTS OF MIDDLE CHILDHOOD

Biological Developments
Physical growth
Brain developments

A New Quality of Mind?
New forms of remembering
  Memory capacity
  Memory strategies
  Knowledge base
  Metamemory
  The combined picture

New forms of reasoning: concrete operations
  Conservation
  Logical classification

Considering two things at a time
  Perceiving two things at a time
  Declining egocentrism
  The growth of effective communication
  Social perspective-taking

Cultural variations in cognitive change
  Studies of concrete operations
  Studies of memory
  Is middle childhood a universal stage of development?
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